By providing incentives for sellers to act in a trustworthy manner, reputation mechanisms in many online environments can mitigate moral-hazard problems when particular buyers and sellers interact infrequently. However, these mechanisms rely on buyers sharing their private information about sellers with the community, and thus may suffer from too little feedback when its provision is costly. In this experimental study, we compare a standard feedback mechanism to one in which sellers can inspect a buyer's feedback-provision history, thus providing the buyer with incentives to share private information even when costly. We find fairly high trust and trustworthiness levels in all markets, with buyers showing a willingness to provide costly feedback, especially negative feedback, sufficient to induce seller trustworthiness. While we find, ceteris paribus, evidence that the availability of feedback-provision histories increases buyer trust by reducing missing feedback, it did not improve overall trustworthiness as this information enabled sellers to discriminate and act in a trustworthy manner less frequently with those who share information less frequently.
Introduction
Consider a transaction in which a seller faces a moral-hazard problem-money already in hand but product not yet delivered, she has an opportunity to defraud the buyer, perhaps by not delivering the promised quality. 1 In many transactions, the threat of lost future custom may be sufficient to keep her trustworthy. However, in many interesting e-commerce environments, two key features may render such threats empty. First, while both the buyer and seller may interact repeatedly with the e-commerce platform, a particular buyer and seller may interact infrequently. Second, these transactions are often private-monitoring games-only the buyer knows whether he received the promised quality. Thus, the buyer's threat to withhold future custom may well be insufficient, and, absent some mechanism for information sharing, other buyers will lack the information necessary to sanction untrustworthy sellers.
Previous work (not to mention eBay's success) has shown that a well functioning reputation system can be quite effective in solving the moral-hazard problem and inducing trustworthy behavior in such environments. 2 Kandori (1992) shows that games with perfect private monitoring 3 may attain any mutually beneficial outcome, including trusting buyers and trustworthy sellers in this application, if each person carries a systematically revised label about his behavior (a reputation score). In theory, a reputation mechanism in an environment in which agents interact with particular agents infrequently but with the marketplace indefinitely can induce the same levels of trust and trustworthy behavior as a pair interacting indefinitely. 4 In the same way a buyer who repeatedly interacts with a particular seller can use the promise of future custom to entice a seller into providing high quality service, a reputation mechanism enables future buyers to condition behavior on a seller's current actions. Hence, reputation systems can work as a feasible and less costly substitute for legal enforcement in electronic commerce (Bakos and Dellarocas 2003) .
In Kandori's model, information about an agent's previous transactions becomes automatically available to her current partner. However, in environments with private monitoring, "feedback" (to use eBay's terminology) must be voluntarily provided. This may be problematic in e-commerce environments as the incentives to provide feedback may be quite weak. Information sharing is at least marginally costly, and private benefits are likely small as the beneficiaries are likely strangers: the seller's future potential customers. 5 This might well lead to an insufficient level of feedback.
At this point, we make a few observations about the "sufficient feedback" question. First, the level necessary to induce trustworthy behavior will depend on the environment. For example, with patient sellers and large gains from successful transactions, even a small feedback probability may be sufficient to deter opportunistic behavior.
Second, institutional features may encourage feedback provision. For example, eBay endeavors to make feedback provision relatively costless, and limiting feedback to three categories may reduce contemplation costs. Further, taking advantage of the fact that both sellers and buyers rate each other, many sellers on eBay encourage feedback with a policy of providing the buyer with feedback only after the buyer has left feedback. 6 Finally, non-pecuniary incentives such as emotional satisfaction may be sufficient to induce some to provide feedback, particularly negative feedback. 7 Researchers have found in other environments a willingness to engage in costly punishment of those who violate trust. For example, Fehr and Gächter (2000) find in their experimental Voluntary Contribution Mechanism study community members willing to reduce the payments of a free rider even when costly to the punisher. Whereas contribution levels approached full free ride when a group had no opportunity to sanction, even groups whose composition changed each round achieved reasonably high contribution levels with the punishment option. In an experimental ultimatum game, Xiao and Houser (2005) find costly punishment more likely when subjects do lack other avenues to express their dissatisfaction toward low offers. This may be particularly relevant to e-commerce environments. Thus factors other than pecuniary incentives, such as joy of retaliation or altruism, induce sanctioning.
However, leaving feedback may not be as emotionally satisfying as monetary rewards or punishments. Whereas monetary punishments directly impose clear damage, undermining a seller's reputation is an indirect and difficult to measure punishment. The damage, if any, takes place in the future, and may not be observable to the buyer. Furthermore, the punishment requires the participation of others (the seller's future potential customers), and is thus uncertain. Thus satisfaction from providing feedback, and thus arguably incentives for providing this information, depends crucially on beliefs about the system's effectiveness. For these reasons, the problem of inducing costly information provision in reputation systems invites further investigation.
There are a number of mechanisms available to induce information sharing. Direct payment for feedback by the platform operator is perhaps the most straightforward. Alternatively, noting that the trustworthy seller has greater incentives to elicit feedback, Li (2008) proposes a system in which the seller provides rebates to those who provide feedback.
An alternative solution is to allow buyers to develop reputations for information sharing by 6 Of course, such a policy may reduce buyer incentives to leave negative feedback. 7 We borrow eBay's terminology and say that a buyer provides positive feedback if he reports that the seller shipped the item, and provides negative feedback if he reports that the seller did not ship the item.
giving the seller information about a buyer's feedback-provision history. In much the same way the prospect of lost future custom helps "solve" the seller's moral-hazard problem, a community denying the reticent buyer future gains from trade encourages him to leave feedback. Faced with a buyer with an information-sharing reputation, a seller, expecting to receive feedback, has an incentive to deliver the promised quality. Likewise, a buyer has incentives to provide feedback as developing a reputation for doing so results in better treatment from future sellers.
In order for such mechanism to work, the seller must be confident that denying the reticent buyer gains from trade-either by refusing to sell or not delivering the promised qualitywill not result in negative feedback that harms her reputation. The availability of secondorder histories can assist future buyers in discerning whether a seller's failure to provide the promised quality was a community-sanctioned punishment of a reticent buyer or the cheating of a buyer in good standing. 8 Gazzale (2005) analyzes such a solution to the information-sharing problem in a repeated matching game in which players choose actions based only on own and partner reputations. Even if information provision is costly, such a mechanism yields a folk theorem-like result. 9 Full cooperation is attainable even when information sharing is costly.
However, the provision of second-order seller reputation information may be impractical. Its provision, implicitly sanctioning the punishment of reticent buyers, may be unpalatable to the trading platform. Further, second-order information greatly complicates the information processing required of market participants. More feasible is the provision first-order information: whether or not a seller provided the promised quality and whether or not the buyer provided feedback. In contrast with a mechanism requiring second-order reputation information, such a mechanism can be easily implemented in most practical reputation systems. In fact, eBay already makes easily available the feedback left by a member.
We thus consider a market in which both sides of a transaction have first-order reputation information about the other side. Buyers know whether or not the seller delivered the promised quality in previous transactions if feedback was left, but not the informationsharing reputation of the associated buyer. Sellers know whether or not the buyer provided feedback after previous transactions, but neither the content of the feedback 10 nor the reputation of the associated seller. Even in the absence of second-order information, sellers have the necessary information to differentiate among buyers. If sellers believe that a buyer's feedback-giving history predicts the likelihood of feedback, then sellers can be selectively 8 Alternatively, a central information aggregator can not report the negative feedback left by a buyer who had previously shirked on his information-sharing obligations.
9 Any individually rational and feasible payoff can be supported as a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the indefinitely repeated game if players are sufficiently patient.
10 We make this choice because the content of feedback, if visible, may complicate the buyers incentive to acquire a reputation for information sharing. If the buyer always leaves positive feedback, she might be labeled a pushover by the seller and the seller might attempt to defraud her. Likewise, if she always leaves negative feedback, the seller might believe fruitless any attempt to satisfy her. Thus, the buyer might seek the "optimal" ratio of positives to negatives in the spirit of Ely and Välimäki (2003) , and not report truthfully.
trustworthy with some buyers. Buyer awareness of this discrimination gives him incentives provide more frequent feedback.
Even limiting available information to first-order information, a successful trading environment requires sophisticated strategic reasoning on the part of all participants. In the absence of the second-order information, discriminating based on a buyer's feedback-giving history makes sense only if that history is a good predictor of the probability feedback. The seller must assess the risk that the previously reticent buyer leaves negative feedback. Likewise, the buyer seeking a reputation for information sharing must act proactively in developing this reputation. He must learn how frequently to provide feedback, and may need to learn, for example, that a strategy of only leaving feedback after untrustworthy behavior may be insufficient to develop this reputation.
In this study, we examine experimentally the ability of first-order reputation information to deliver the outcomes of trust, trustworthiness and costly feedback provision. We modify Bolton et al. (2004) , allowing buyers to decide whether or not to leave feedback. Specifically, we study an environment in which a seller transacts with a randomly matched buyer in a trading game. The seller may act in a trustworthy manner or not, and the buyer can reveal, for a cost, this choice to the seller's future partners. In one set of treatments (NoHist), the seller receives no information about the buyer's information sharing history. This condition most resembles the original design of eBay's Feedback Forum and many other reputation systems. In another set of treatments (FbHist), the seller automatically receives the buyer's information-sharing record. In particular, a seller knows whether or not the buyer left feedback after all previous purchases, but not whether the feedback was positive or negative. We also vary across treatments the information sharing cost. Feedback profiles used in our experimental setup are similar to those used on most practical reputation systems. 11 Thus, the environment allows for buyer reputations and is simple enough to be implemented in practical reputation systems. Finally, we split each session into three subsessions, and "reset to zero" all reputation information between subsessions. We do this to study the development, if any, of trading game and information sharing norms.
In all treatments, we find relatively high levels of trust and trustworthiness supported by relatively high rates of negative feedback and relatively low rates of positive feedback. We find that feedback-provision histories are somewhat successful inducing buyer feedback. However, the availability of these histories does not improve trading game outcomes in this experiment, and actually leads to lower rates of trustworthy seller behavior in later subsessions. On the plus side, the reduction of missing feedback does promote additional trust for a given level of trustworthiness. However, sellers acting in a less trustworthy manner toward reticent buyers negates this positive effect.
11 If the buyer does not give a feedback on a transaction, the feedback-giving history in our experiment reveals this fact. eBay, on the other hand, does not explicitly report that a transaction did not get a feedback. Thus it is not possible to precisely calculate the ratio of feedbacks to transactions on eBay.
Experiment Design
In the beginning of each 12-subject session, the computer randomly and evenly assigns to subjects the role of either buyer or seller. Role assignments are fixed for the entire session. Each session consists of three subsessions each lasting 15 rounds. In each round, we randomly match buyers and sellers, and endow everyone with 35 points. The seller offers a hypothetical item for a sale at a price of 35. The buyer values the item at 50, and it costs the seller 20 to produce. The buyer first decides whether to buy from the seller and send the 35-point payment or not buy and keep his endowment. The round ends if the buyer chooses not buy. If the buyer decides to buy, then the seller decides whether or not to ship the item. If she ships the item, she pays the production cost and thus earns 50 (35+35-20), whereas if she does not ship the item she does not pay the production cost and therefore earns 70 (35+35). Thus, absent any information sharing costs, successful trade completion results in a 15-point surplus for both buyer and seller. If the buyer bought the item, he decides, after learning whether or not the seller shipped the item, whether or not to provide feedback, i.e., let this seller's subsequent partners know whether or not she shipped the item. He pays a cost C > 0 to provide feedback, and incurs no cost if he chooses not to reveal the outcome. (If the buyer chooses not buy, the seller's future partners are automatically informed of this fact without cost to the buyer.) Note that a buyer only chooses whether or not to provide feedback. We ensure that that all feedback is truthful. It is not possible to report that the seller did not ship the item when in fact she did. Figure 1 depicts the game tree.
We employ a 2 × 2 design to study the interactions between buyer information sharing histories and the sharing cost. In FbHist treatments, sellers have access to a buyer's feedbackleaving history. In NoHist treatments, a seller has no access to information about the buyer's past behavior, including whether or not he left feedback for previous sellers. In both the FbHist and NoHist treatments, we vary the feedback-provision cost (High Cost vs. Low Cost). In the low-cost treatments, we set C = 2, whereas in the high-cost treatments we set C = 5. 12 In addition, we ran a baseline treatment (Automatic) in which feedback was automatically provided at no cost to the buyer. Table 1 details the treatments and sessions in this study. Participants were undergraduate students at each institution. 14 The experiment was programmed and conducted with z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007) . Sessions lasted approximately one hour on average. The payoffs were in points, convertible at 100 points to 1 U.S. dollar. The average payoff was about $24, including a $3 show-up fee.
Cost Condition
No Cost Low Cost High Cost Information Condition C = 0 C = 2 C =
Information
In every round, the computer presents to both the buyer and seller the seller's transaction summary and history. The transaction summary shows statistics about the seller's past transactions in the current subsession: the number of items sold (i.e., the number of times previous buyers chose to buy from her), the number of positive and negative feedbacks received, and the number of rounds with no feedback. In addition to these summary statistics, the transaction history shows for each previous round in the current subsession whether the seller sold an item, whether feedback was left and, if feedback was indeed left, whether the seller did or did not ship the item.
In the FbHist treatments, the buyer also carries a history. Whereas a seller in the NoHist treatments has no information about her current buyer's past actions, a seller in the FbHist treatments sees the buyer's transaction summary and history. The buyer's transaction summary shows statistics about his past transactions in this subsession: the number of items bought, the number of times he decided to leave feedback, and the number of rounds in which he did not provide feedback. The buyer's transaction history shows, for each 12 While these costs might be small relative to the item's value, they are rather significant relative to the gains from trade: approximately 13% in the low-cost treatments, and 33% in the high-cost treatments.
13 Baseline sessions were run in July 2007. 14 Two Michigan students were graduate students.
previous round in the current subsession, whether the buyer bought an item and, if so, whether or not he provided feedback. In no case, however, can a seller infer whether this previous feedback was positive or negative. In all treatments, the computer displays to the buyer his own transaction summary and history.
In order to allow players the possibility of learning in this environment, we divide each 45-round session into three 15-round subsessions. Players retain the same roles, but at the end of the first and second subsessions, all transaction summaries and histories are reset. Thus, a buyer cannot access any information about a seller's actions in a previous subsession, nor can a seller in a FbHist treatment access a buyer's buying and feedback history from a previous subsession. We made the number of rounds in each subsession as well as the number of subsessions public knowledge in order to control for end-game effects.
Hypotheses
We use several performance measures to compare treatments. We measure Trust with the proportion of buyers who buy. We measure Trustworthiness with the proportion of items shipped conditional on being bought. We get a combined trust and trustworthiness measure by looking at Efficiency, defined as the proportion of potential transactions successfully completed. We also study information provision across treatments. We define the positive feedback rate (PosRate) as the proportion of ship decisions resulting in feedback, and the negative feedback rate (NegRate) as the proportion not ship decisions resulting in feedback.
If subjects can perform backward induction and believe others can as well, then, absent other-regarding preferences, in the unique subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium in any of our treatments sellers never ship and buyers never buy (or provide feedback). However, experimental results call into question the ability of subjects to perform the necessary backward induction (see, for example, Bolton, Katok and Ockenfels (2005) , Johnson, Camerer, Sen and Rymon (2002) , Selten and Stoecker (1986) ). Furthermore, there is evidence for the existence of altruistic players in laboratory games (Andreoni and Miller 1993) .
We therefore believe the appropriate model ought to include commitment sellers who ship and commitment buyers who provide feedback, despite explicit incentives to choose otherwise. In Appendix A, we identify the sequential equilibria of the treatments as we vary the fraction of sellers who are commitment sellers (κ σ ) and the fraction of commitment buyers (κ β ). 15
When information-sharing histories are not available (the NoHist treatments), strategic sellers ship in the sequential equilibrium as long as the fraction of commitment buyers who always provide feedback is sufficiently high (κ β ≥ is sufficiently low (κ σ < 7 10 ), the sequential equilibrium has the usual "chain-store paradox" flavor: at some round, strategic sellers start randomizing between ship and not ship and buyers between buy and not buy (with randomization occurring earlier for smaller values of κ σ ). If the fraction of commitment feedback is not sufficiently high (κ β < 4 7 ), then strategic sellers never ship and buyers never buy.
When information-sharing histories are available (the FBHist treatments), the minimum level of commitment feedback necessary for an equilibrium with strategic shipping is κ β ≥ 8 7 √ 7 . Therefore, a lower level of commitment feedback is necessary when these histories are available. The nature of the sequential equilibrium also depends on the level of commitment shipping. When below a certain threshold, 16 there is no strategic shipping in the sequential equilibrium. When above a certain threshold, 17 strategic shippers choose ship in all but the final round. Thus, the level of commitment shipping required for an "always ship" sequential equilibrium is lower when information-sharing histories are available. Finally, when the level of commitment shipping is between the thresholds (and the level of commitment feedback is sufficiently high as defined above), commitment sellers ship and buyers buy and provide feedback for the first 12 rounds. In the 13th round, buyers buy, strategic sellers randomize, and strategic buyers randomize between providing feedback and not.
Therefore, while the availability of information-sharing histories introduces a requirement on the minimum level of commitment shipping necessary for a "good" sequential equilibrium, these histories enable good equilibrium outcomes for lower levels of commitment feedback. Coupled with a lower level of commitment shipping necessary for an "always ship, always buy" equilibrium, we hypothesize that the availability of feedback-provision histories will improve outcomes. We therefore make the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. Feedback rates will be higher in environments in which buyer feedbackprovision histories are available to sellers. Hypothesis 2. Trust will be higher in environments in which buyer feedback-provision histories are available to sellers. Hypothesis 3. Trustworthiness will be higher in environments in which buyer feedbackprovision histories are available to sellers. Hypothesis 4. Efficiency will be higher in environments in which buyer feedback-provision histories are available to sellers. 
Results

Treatment Effects on Feedback
In all treatments, subjects demonstrated a willingness to leave feedback, particularly negative feedback. In Figures 2(a)-2(b), we depict feedback provision by round, aggregating for each treatment across all four sessions. A few observations become evident from the graphs. First, in all treatments positive-feedback provision starts out reasonably high, generally decreases somewhat over the a subsession's first few rounds, but then remains relatively constant until decreasing in the final rounds. Second, with the exception of the treatment in which feedback costs were high and histories were available (FbHistC5 ), the overall rate of positive feedback provision decreases from the first subsession to the third. Third, in all treatments the provision of negative feedback starts out quite high and remains quite high (with a fair degree of inter-round variability) until dropping dramatically in the 16 The exact threshold depends on the cost of feedback and the level of commitment feedback: it ranges from 0.015 to 0.034 when C = 2 and from 0.038 to 0.084 when C = 5.
17 The exact threshold depends on the cost of feedback and the level of commitment feedback: it ranges from 0.172 to 0.301 when C = 2 and from 0.190 to 0.333 when C = 5. Note: Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; *** 1-percent level. We formally analyze trading game performance across treatments by comparing outcomes over the first 12 rounds of all subsessions. We drop the last three rounds in order to control for end game effects. Panel A of Table 2 reports for each session the proportion ship decisions resulting in buyer feedback, as well as the alternative hypotheses and the p-values of the corresponding permutation tests with session as the unit of observation. 19 Panel B reports the same for negative-feedback. We now formally present results regarding treatment effects on feedback provision.
Result 1 (Result: Feedback Provision.). The availability of buyer feedback-provision histories weakly increases the provision of positive feedback when the cost of information sharing is relatively high, and significantly increases the provision of negative feedback when the cost is relatively low.
SUPPORT: We report in the last two columns of Table 2 the corresponding alternative hypotheses and permutation test results.
We find limited support for the hypothesis that provision of buyer feedback-provision histories to sellers increases feedback provision (Hypothesis 1). These histories increased positive feedback only under relatively high feedback costs, and increased the provision of negative feedback only under the relatively low feedback costs.
The relatively low rate of positive feedback in the treatment with high feedback costs and without feedback-leaving histories (NoHistC5 ) drives the positive feedback results. Feedback-provision histories increasing positive feedback only under relatively high feedback costs is consistent with a signaling story. Apparently, with low feedback costs, buyers felt little need to signal a willingness to provide negative feedback. However, with higher costs, the results are consistent with buyers taking advantage of the opportunity to signal a willingness to provide feedback. Whereas providing a signaling opportunity increases feedback provision's benefits when the costs are high, directly decreasing the costs has a similar effect.
Likewise, the high negative-feedback rate in sessions with low feedback costs and available histories (FbHistC2 ) seems to drive the negative feedback results. It is perhaps helpful to think of these results in terms of complementarities. Taking away the signaling opportunity and increasing the feedback's cost only have an effect on positive feedback when implemented together. Similarly, decreasing feedback's cost and providing a means to signal only have an effect on negative feedback when implemented together.
Result 2 (Result: Positive vs. Negative Feedback Rates). The feedback rate is significantly higher after sellers choose not ship than after ship. That is NegRate > PosRate for all treatments.
SUPPORT: For all treatments, the p-value (unreported) of the permutation test is p < .005.
The formal analysis confirms tendency toward the "always leave negative feedback, sometimes leave positive feedback" norm evident in Figures 2(a)-2(b). Of course, such a norm cannot be part of a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium if with positive feedback costs net any non-pecuniary benefits. As an item's non-receipt is private information, any buyer has a strict incentive to act as if he received the item and not leave costly feedback.
Treatment Effects on Trading Game Performance
In all treatments, levels of trust and trustworthy behavior, and thus efficiency, were quite high. In Figures 3(a) -3(c), we depict trading game outcome measures by round, where for each treatment we aggregate across all four sessions. A few observations become evident from the graphs. First, in all treatments, trust and trustworthiness (and thus efficiency) are quite high in a subsession's first round, then gently decrease in subsequent rounds until dropping precipitously in a subsession's final few rounds. Second, there appears to be a general improvement in trading game outcomes from the first to the third subsession. Third, low-feedback-cost treatments perform at least as well as the automatic-feedback baseline. Finally, the high-cost-of-information-sharing treatments have distinctly less trust, and somewhat less trustworthiness, than the low-cost-of-information-sharing treatments.
We formally analyze trading game performance across treatments by comparing outcomes over the first 12 rounds of all subsessions, dropping the last three rounds to control for end-game effects. Panel A of Table 3 reports for each session the proportion of rounds in which the buyer bought, as well as the alternative hypotheses and the p-values of the corresponding permutation tests with session as the unit of observation. Panel B reports the same for shipping decisions conditional upon purchase and Panel C for the proportion of all potential transactions that result in the seller shipping the item. We now formally test our hypotheses regarding trading game outcomes.
Result 3 (Result: Trading Game Outcomes.). The availability of buyer feedback leaving Note: Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; *** 1-percent level. histories increases neither trust, trustworthiness, nor efficiency.
SUPPORT:
We report in the last two columns of Panels A-C in Table 3 the corresponding alternative hypotheses and permutation test results.
Our results do not support the hypotheses that providing buyers' feedback-provision histories to sellers improves trust (Hypothesis 2), trustworthiness (Hypothesis 3), and trading game efficiency (Hypothesis 4). We do note that as expected, trading game outcomes are generally deteriorating in information-sharing costs.
Aggregate trading game outcomes are somewhat surprising. First, while an increase in feedback costs decreased trust, we did not always observe a corresponding decrease in trustworthy behavior on the sellers' part. 20 Second, feedback-provision histories did not improve trading game outcomes. Part of the explanation lies in the fact that there is little room for improvement-sessions without feedback-provision histories achieved rather high levels efficiency. Even without these histories, it appears as though sellers believed the net feedback cost, particularly for negative feedback, to be sufficiently low to make the threat of feedback credible. Sellers acted in a trustworthy manner to either develop a positive reputation or avoid a negative one. Relatedly, buyers, believing feedback's threat credible, expected trustworthy behavior and were thus trusting.
However, not only did information-sharing histories not improve trading-game outcomes, a case can be made that its availability actually worsened outcomes. Although not statistically significant, feedback-provision histories decreased trustworthiness when coupled with high feedback costs. Furthermore, while performance over all periods is important in assessing the desirability of an environment, it is also instructive to look at the play of the experienced. Dropping the first subsession, we weakly reject the null hypothesis of no difference in trustworthiness in C = 5 sessions in favor of the alternate hypothesis of feedback-provision histories decreasing trustworthiness (p = 0.071). Likewise, looking only at the final subsession, the decrease in trustworthiness arising from availability of these histories is weakly significant for both C = 2 (p = 0.100) and C = 5 (p = 0.057).
Treatment effects and trading dynamics
In this section, we investigate the underlying causes of the failure of feedback-provision histories to improve trading game outcomes despite the increase in feedback. We estimate a series of probit models to understand why buyers trust and sellers ship. In order to control for learning, we drop observations from the first subsession in all model specifications, and to control for end game effects we drop a subsession's final three rounds. Further, we do not include observations from the baseline sessions in which feedback was automatically provided, as the information available to buyers was so markedly different. 21 In all models, we control for round, for subsession by including an indicator variable for subsession 3 (D subsess=3 ), and for high-feedback-cost sessions by including an indicator variable (D C=5 ) equal to 1 for those observations.
Trustworthiness: The Ship Decision
In this section, we identify factors contributing to trustworthy behavior, with a particular emphasis on understanding why providing sellers with buyers' feedback-provision histories did not improve outcomes. By looking at the factors that affected seller shipping decisions, we gain insights into the link between information available, and in particular information about a buyer's feedback-provision history, and the shipping decision.
We find support for the hypothesis that the availability of feedback-provision histories does not improve trading game outcomes because sellers use this information to discriminate, acting in a trustworthy manner towards those with a reputation for leaving feedback, and on occasion taking advantage of those without. In building support for this hypothesis, we first look at the factors a seller may take into account even if she does not have access to the buyer's feedback-provision history. While these factors contribute to her shipping decision, there remains a difference between treatments in which these histories were available and those in which they were not (i.e., the coefficient on the indicator variable for feedback-provision histories remains significant). We then look at only treatments with feedback-provision histories, and find that differences in feedback-provision histories lead to differences in the probability that a seller ships the item.
Broadly speaking, two strategic reasons determine whether a seller chooses not ship. 22 First, she may choose not ship if she believes it will not be made known to future buyers. However, she may choose not ship despite a high probability of feedback if she believes that a bad reputation will not be so detrimental. While this will be the case if the future is short, it will also be the case if the probability of future purchase does not greatly depend on her reputation. Thus, holding constant feedback rates and the even probability of a sale with a "bad" reputation, more pessimistic beliefs about the probability of a sale with a good reputation will make not ship more enticing.
In order to assess the relative benefits of a good reputation, we first summarize the information a buyer has about a seller. As subjects did not have an exogenously given definition of a good reputation, we use the following definition. We say a seller has a good reputation in a particular round (goodRep = 1) if the last feedback received was positive. 23
The value of good reputation likely decreases in the number of rounds remaining. Additionally, a seller's past returns from a good reputation may plausibly inform her assessment of its future returns. We thus define pcntGoodNoSale as the ratio of the number of times in the current subsession a seller did not make a sale despite her good reputation to the number of rounds in which that seller had a good reputation. Intuitively, we expect that the fewer sales made despite a good reputation, the less likely she will ship. In order to distinguish between overall and more recent history, we define the indicator variable lastGoodNoSale equal to 1 if a seller did not make a sale in the most recent period in which she had a good reputation, and 0 if she did.
Holding constant the value of a good reputation, a seller may choose not ship if she believes that this action will not be made known to future buyers. Even without information about a particular buyer's feedback-provision history, she may assess the probability of receiving feedback by looking at her own feedback receipt history. In order to examine the effect of feedback receipt histories on seller decisions, we summarize these complex histories into simpler summary statistics.
In reviewing her feedback-receipt history, a seller may (and ought to) distinguish between feedback received after ship and not ship. Furthermore, she may distinguish between overall and more recent receipt. We define SellerNegRate (SellerPosRate) as the proportion of a seller's previous not ship (ship) decisions in the current subsession resulting in feedback. Summarizing recent feedback receipt, we define SellerSinceNeg (SellerSincePos) as the number of "missing" negative (positive) feedbacks since the seller last received negative (positive) feedback in the current subsession. Therefore, SellerSinceNeg equals 0 if the seller received feedback after the last time the she did not ship, 1 if the seller did not receive feedback after the last time she chose not ship, but did receive feedback after her previous not ship decision, etc. SellerSincePos and SellerPosRate are missing if the seller has not previously chosen ship in the current subsession, as are SellerSinceNeg and SellerNegRate if she has not previously chosen not ship in the current subsession.
Sellers who have previously chosen both ship and not ship in the current subsession constitute a minority of shipping decisions in our experiment. We do not want to limit our analysis to only these observations. While these sellers have current information about feedback rates for both actions, such sellers might in fact be systematically different than other sellers. We would thus like some measure of a seller's beliefs about the probability of feedback after each action, even for those sellers who have not chosen both actions in the current subsession. A seller in our experiment who has chosen not ship in a previous subsession might reasonably use this information in assessing the probability of feedback in the current subsession. To include these subjects in our analysis, we use the following measures. We define SellerCumNegRate (SellerCumPosRate) as the proportion of previous round 1-12 not ship (ship) decisions in any subsession resulting in feedback. 24 For example, in round 6 of the second subsession, we include rounds 1-12 of the first subsession, and the first 5 rounds of the second. We treat SellerNegRate as missing if the seller has not previously chosen not ship in rounds 1-12 of a subsession, and SellerPosRate as missing if she has not previously chosen ship. To summarize a seller's most recent feedback receipt regardless of whether she has chosen both actions in the current subsession, we use SellerSinceLastFB, defined as the number of transactions since she last received feedback.
In Table 4 , we present probit model estimation results with clustering at the individual level. In both models, the dependent variable is the indicator variable Ship. We control for the availability of buyer feedback histories by including the indicator variable D F BHist=1 . In these models, we lump together sellers who have chosen not ship at least once and possibly more than once in the current subsession with those who have always chosen ship.
To control for this heterogeneity, we include SellerPcntNoShip, defined as ratio of not ship choices to sales in the current subsession.
In model (1), we include all observations in which the seller has previously chosen both ship and not ship before round 13 of a subsession. The estimated negative coefficient on the indicator variable for not selling an item in the most recent round in which the seller had a good reputation (lastGoodNoSale) is consistent with sellers using recent returns to a good reputation in assessing future returns to a maintaining or obtaining this reputation. The positive and significant coefficient on SellerCumNegRate suggests that past receipt of feedback after choosing not ship results in an increased probability of trustworthiness. In model (2), we limit our analysis to those sellers having chosen both actions in the current subsession. The coefficient on lastGoodNoSale remains negative and highly significant. The Coefficients are probability derivatives. Robust standard errors in parentheses are adjusted for clustering at the individual level. Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; ***1-percent level. Table 4 : Shipping in Rounds 2-12 in Subsessions 2 & 3: All Treatments: Probit Models with Clustering at Individual Level coefficient on the rate of negative feedback receipt in the current subsession (SellerNegRate) has the expected positive sign, but is imprecisely estimated. We estimate a negative and significant coefficient on the rate of positive feedback receipt in the current subsession, which is consistent with sellers concern about negative feedback decreasing in positive feedbacks received.
In both models, we estimate a negative and significant coefficient on our indicator variable for availability of feedback-provision histories. Thus, even with reasonable controls for the value of a good reputation and a seller's own history of feedback receipt, there is less trustworthy behavior in our treatments with buyer feedback histories. We now focus on these treatments to investigate how sellers used these histories.
To assess seller use feedback-provision histories, we summarize these complex histories into simpler summary statistics. As with our feedback-receipt summaries, we distinguish between overall and more recent feedback provision. However, whereas in "inspecting" her own history a seller can distinguish between feedback after ship and not ship, she cannot, in our experiment, discern whether feedback left by a buyer was positive or negative. Therefore, we define BuyerFBRate as the ratio of feedbacks left to purchases in the current subsession. 25 To summarize recent feedback provision, we define BuyerSinceLastFB as the number of feedback opportunities the buyer has missed since he last left feedback in the subsession. Therefore, BuyerSinceLastFB equals 0 if the buyer provided feedback after his last purchase, 1 if he did not provide feedback after his last purchase but did after the purchase immediately preceding his last purchase, etc.
In Table 5 , we present probit model estimation results with clustering at the individual level. In all models, the dependent variable is the indicator variable Ship. Our data include all sessions in which a seller has access to the buyer's feedback leaving history. In models (1), we include observation in which the seller has previously chosen both actions in any round 1-12. In model (2), we limit our observations to those in which a seller has previously chosen both actions in the current subsession. We control for a seller's assessment of the returns to a good reputation with the indicator variable lastGoodNoSale, equal to 1 if the seller did not make a sale the last time she had a positive reputation. We also control for her assessment of receiving feedback based on her own history of feedback receipt as well as her buyer's history of feedback provision. We control for heterogeneity specific to a seller in the particular subsession with SellerPcntNoShip (the ratio of not ship choices to sales in the current subsession).
Looking first at our larger subset of sellers having chosen both actions at least once in the past (model (1)), we estimate a negative and weakly significant coefficient on our indicator variable for high-cost sessions, and a positive and significant coefficient for the indicator variable for the last subsession in a session. The negative and significant coefficient on lastGoodNoSale suggests that assessments of the future returns to a good reputation continue to have an effect even after controlling for a seller's feedback probability assessment.
In model (2), we restrict our attention to those sellers having chosen both actions in the current subsession, and are thus plausibly most confident in their assessment of feedback probabilities. The coefficient on the high-cost indicator variable is no longer significant, and our measure of the returns to a good reputation is now weakly significant as the coefficient is smaller in magnitude and less precisely estimated. Whereas the effect of the overall positive-feedback rate was weakly significant in model (1), the estimate of the effect of the current subsession's positive-feedback rate in model (2) is larger and more precisely estimated. As the overall rate of positive feedback receipt includes both observable and no longer observable positive feedbacks, this is consistent with sellers less worried about Coefficients are probability derivatives. Robust standard errors in parentheses are adjusted for clustering at the individual level. Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; ***1-percent level. In both models, while the coefficient on the overall rate of feedback provision (BuyerFBRate) is near zero and imprecisely estimated, we estimate a negative and significant coefficient on the number of transactions since the buyer last left feedback (BuyerSinceLastFB ). Thus, even after including reasonable controls for both the value of a positive reputation and the seller's history of feedback receipt, we find that sellers base their shipping decision on buyers' feedback-provision histories. In particular, a seller is more likely to choose the untrustworthy action when faced with a buyer who has not recently provided feedback.
In sum, we find that a seller bases her decision both on the expected value of maintaining a reputation for trustworthiness and on the probability of feedback receipt. In assessing this probability, we find the a seller uses both her own history of feedback receipt as well as, when available, whether or not the buyer has not maintained a "reputation" for providing feedback.
Trust: The Purchase Decision
Buyers in our high-feedback-cost treatments were significantly less likely to purchase than their counterparts in either the low-feedback-cost treatments or the baseline sessions in which feedback was automatically provided. Lack of trust may be an indication of sellers not deserving trust. This seems particularly relevant for the high-cost sessions with buyer histories (FBHistC5 ) in which trustworthiness was significantly lower than in other treatments. However, this fails to explain the low levels of trust in the high-cost sessions without buyer histories (NoHistC5 ), which achieved levels of trustworthiness comparable to the low-cost and baseline sessions. We find that missing feedback contributes to a lack of trust and therefore helps explain the relatively low trust level in NoHistC5, the treatment with the lowest level of positive-feedback provision.
In deciding whether to trust, a buyer may use his own personal history of seller trustworthiness as well as available information about the current seller. We define two variables summarizing a buyer's history with sellers. We define BuyerPcntNoReceive as the proportion of a buyer's previous purchases in the current subsession in which the the seller chose not ship. To capture a buyer's recent history, we set the indicator variable BuyerLastExpNeg equal to 1 if a seller did not ship the buyer's most recent purchase, and equal to 0 otherwise. We define analogous variables to summarize the seller's public history. We define SellerPcntSalesNeg as the ratio of negative feedbacks received by a seller to the number of items sold in the current subsession. Due to missing feedback, SellerPcntSalesNeg does not give a complete summary of feedback received. We therefore define SellerPcntSalesPos as the ratio of positive feedbacks received by a seller to the number of items sold in the current subsession. To capture the seller's recent actions, we set the indicator variable lastFBNeg equal to 1 if a is a seller's most recent feedback is negative, and 0 otherwise.
In Table 6 , we present probit model estimation results with clustering at the individual level. The dependent variable is the indicator variable Buy equal to 1 if the buyer chooses buy. We control for the availability of buyer feedback-provision histories with the indicator variable D F BHist=1 equal to 1 when available. We also include BuyerPcntBuys, defined as the buyer's ratio of purchases to previous rounds in the current subsession, to capture any propensity to purchase specific to a buyer in a particular subsession. Finally, we investigate the possibility that untrustworthy behavior on the part of a seller believed to be trustworthy has a particularly chilling effect on that surprised buyer. We thus set the indicator variable lastFBNegG equal to 1 if the buyer's last purchase was not shipped and that seller's last Coefficients are probability derivatives. Robust standard errors in parentheses are adjusted for clustering at the individual level. Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; ***1-percent level. In model (1), we include as regressors variables capturing a particular buyer's history with sellers in the current subsession, as well those capturing the information available about the current seller. The results strongly suggest a causal link from trustworthiness to trust. The negative and significant coefficients on BuyerPcntNoReceive (proportion of items bought but not shipped) and SellerPcntSalesNeg (proportion of sellers transactions resulting in negative feedback) provide evidence of this link and imply that buyers use both personal history as well as information about the particular seller. Furthermore, the negative and weakly significant coefficient on lastFBNegG is consistent with the hypothesis that the betrayal of trust from one believed to be trustworthy has a particularly chilling effect on trust.
Our results also shed light on the importance of missing feedback. The coefficient on SellerPcntSalesPos (proportion of transactions resulting in positive feedback) is positive and significant. Thus, holding constant a seller's negative feedbacks, transforming these missed feedbacks (a majority of which reflect positive outcomes) into positive feedbacks would increase the level of trust.
In Section 3.3.1 we presented evidence that sellers presented with feedback-provision histories discriminate against buyers who have not left feedback recently. A buyer fully cognizant of this would have incentives to either leave feedback more frequently or purchase less frequently. We would therefore expect (were feedback-provision histories randomly assigned) that a buyer who has not left feedback recently would be less likely to purchase. In model (2), we investigate whether this was the case. We include only observations from those sessions in which sellers had access to buyer feedback-provision histories. In addition to the regressors in model (4), we include BuyerSinceLastFB, the number of transactions since the buyer last left feedback. We find a very small and imprecisely estimated coefficient on BuyerSinceLastFB, suggesting that buyers did not to a large extent take their own feedback-provision histories into account when making their trust decision.
In sum, we find a strong link between trustworthiness and trust. While this link works through evidence of a particular seller's trustworthiness, a buyer's own experience informs his trust decision as well. In particular, a seller with a good reputation who acts in an untrustworthy manner reduces the displayed trust of that surprised buyer. Thus, the relatively low level of trustworthiness explains the relatively low levels of trust in the treatment with high feedback costs and availability of buyer feedback-provision histories (FbHistC5 ). We further find that missing feedback leads to lower levels of trust. Thus, the unwillingness of buyers to leave positive feedback in the NoHistC5 treatment contributed contributed to relatively low levels of trust despite a relatively high level of trustworthiness and rate of negative-feedback provision.
Seller Discrimination and Feedback Provision
In light buyers conditioning behavior on seller reputation, the seller strategy of discriminating against those who do not maintain a reputation for information sharing would not be wise if feedback-provision histories were not useful in predicting feedback receipt. Given the differing rates of positive and negative feedbacks, it is possible that feedback historiesdetermined in large part by feedback provision after trustworthy behavior by sellers-would not be useful in predicting feedback provision after not ship. In this section, while not ascertaining whether seller discrimination is optimal, we investigate whether sellers are in general correct in their belief that reticent sellers are less likely to give feedback after being cheated.
In Table 7 , we present probit model estimation results with clustering at the individual Coefficients are probability derivatives. Robust standard errors in parentheses are adjusted for clustering at the individual level. Significant at: * 10-percent level; ** 5-percent level; ***1-percent level. (1) and (3), we include those observations in which the seller chose ship, whereas in models (2) and (4) we include observations where the seller chose not ship.
In models (1) and (2) we include as regressors those variables summarizing a buyer's feedback-provision history. Estimation results support these histories usefulness in predicting feedback. The positive and significant coefficient on BuyerFBRate in model (1) indicates that buyers who have given more overall feedback are in fact more likely to provide feedback should the seller choose ship. This makes sense, as high overall rates of feedback provision will be a result of high rates of positive feedback. The negative and weakly significant coefficient on BuyerSinceLastFB in model (2) provides evidence that buyers who have not recently given feedback are in fact less likely to provide negative feedback should the seller choose not ship. It therefore seems as though seller strategies discriminating against those who have not recently provided feedback are reasonable.
In order to address the possibility that these estimates are picking up a correlation between a buyer's feedback history and the overall rate of feedback provision, we include additional controls in models (3) and (4). As a proxy for overall levels of feedback provision, we include as regressors our variables summarizing a seller's recent receipt of feedback (SellerSinceLastFB ) and overall rates of feedback receipt after not ship and ship (SellerCumNegRate and SellerCumPosRate). We are in no way claiming a causal relationship between overall rates of feedback receipt and the likelihood of a particular buyer providing feedback. Rather, we are interested in assessing the robustness of a buyer's feedback-provision history as a predictor of feedback provision when we include additional information that a seller might feasibly use in assessing the probability of feedback after each of her two actions. The estimates in models (3) and (4) provide evidence that the significance of buyer feedback-provision histories is robust to the inclusion of these other controls.
Discussion
In general, our results confirm that a reputation system can be effective in eliciting high levels of trust and trustworthiness even when sharing information about the trustworthiness of sellers is costly and voluntary. All of our treatments relying on the voluntary provision of this information performed about as well as our baseline in which this information was automatically provided.
However, our results suggest that in certain circumstances, additional information sharing may be beneficial. In particular, the level of trust in our treatment with a high cost of feedback provision and no availability of buyer feedback-provision histories lagged other treatments with similar levels of trustworthiness. We find that the low level of positive feedback in this treatment (and hence a high level of missing feedback) contributed to this lack of trust.
One mechanism which may increase feedback provision is the availability of buyer informationsharing histories. In our experiment, this did have the desired effect: it increased the rate of positive feedback when the cost of information sharing was relatively high and increased the rate of negative feedback when its cost was low. However, provision of this information allows sellers to target reticent buyers for untrustworthy behavior, a strategy unavailable when this information is unavailable. In fact, sellers in our experiment did just this. At least in this experiment, the end result of making available feedback-provision histories was no change in overall trust and trustworthiness, and a weakly significant decrease in trustworthiness in later subsessions. Our message to designers of e-commerce platforms seeking to entice information provision in this manner is to proceed with caution.
A Equilibrium Predictions
Our model follows Kreps and Wilson (1982) . Our market (see Figure 1) is repeated N times, with markets indexed N, N −1, . . . , 2, 1 (thus, Market N is the first market and Market 1 is the last market). We assume a sufficiently large number of buyers and sellers so that each buyer and seller are only matched once. We assume the existence of commitment sellers who always choose ship, and commitment buyers who might leave feedback even if not profit maximizing, with κ σ and κ β the proportions of commitment buyers and sellers. The remaining buyers and sellers are strategic, and thus only ship or leave feedback if it is in their best interest to do so. All buyers are strategic in their buying decisions.
We solve for sequential equilibria, with beliefs updated via Bayes' Rule. The belief that a seller is a commitment seller is σ, with σ * n the belief making a buyer in market n indifferent between buying and not buying. Likewise, the belief that a buyer is a commitment buyer is β, with with β * n the belief making a seller in market n indifferent between shipping and not shipping. Let s n be the probability a commitment seller ships given σ ≥ σ * n ; f n the probability a commitment buyer leaves feedback given β ≥ β * n ; and b n the probability a buyer buys in market n.
Under the assumption that a commitment seller with σ < σ * n does not ship, buying is at least weakly profit maximizing if
, with
If the fraction of commitment sellers is large, then by backwards induction buyers will always buy and strategic sellers will ship in all but the final market. We therefore make the following assumption about commitment sellers.
Assumption 1. The fraction of commitment sellers is positive but less than 7 10 (i.e., 0 < κ σ < 7 10 ).
A.1 No Feedback-Provision Histories
We first consider markets without feedback-provision histories. As each buyer-seller pair meets only once, strategic buyers will of course never leave feedback (f n = 0). We make the following general assumption about commitment buyers.
Assumption 2. The probability with which a commitment buyer leaves feedback after a seller chooses not ship (f − κ > 0) is at least as large as the probability with which a commitment buyer leaves feedback after a seller chooses ship (f + κ ).
We believe that Assumption 2 is more realistic than the alternative assumption (f + κ > f − κ ), but note that equilibrium predictions and restrictions are qualitatively similar under the alternative assumption. We simplify notation by defining the levels of commitment feedback:
we recover the equilibrium of the Automatic sessions.
As strategic buyers do not provide feedback, when f − κ = f + κ , missing feedback will be uninformative in the sense that σ n = σ n−1 after missing feedback. When f − κ > f + κ , missing feedback is informative in the sense that σ n = σ n−1 after missing feedback.
This informative of missing feedback adds a complication. Buyers provide incentives to ship by (probabilistically) buying after a "good outcome." Letting {σ + n , σ · n , σ − } be the beliefs after positive, missing and negative feedbacks, we have σ + n > σ · n > σ n+1 > σ − = 0 for 0 < s n < 1 and σ n+1 > 0. This leads to two possible equilibria. In the first, only positive feedback is "deemed" a good outcome, and the strategic seller chooses her shipping probability in Market n + 1 so that σ + n = σ * n . Buyers buy probabilistically after positive feedback, but do no buy after missing or negative feedback due to beliefs being too pessimistic. In the alternative equilibrium, the strategic seller chooses her shipping probability in Market n + 1 so that σ · n = σ * n . Buyers always buy after positive feedback (as σ + n > σ * n ), buy probabilistically after missing feedback, and do not buy after negative feedback.
We first look at the case where sellers choose s n such that σ 1 is the probability of buying conditional on positive feedback that makes the seller indifferent. Equation (2) puts a lower bound (F + κ ≥ 4 7 ) on the probability of feedback after ship needed to support an equilibrium in which sellers choose s n such that σ
Assuming that buyers will only buy after positive feedback, the probability of commitment seller shipping in market n that leaves the n − 1 buyer indifferent between buying and not is found by taking Bayes' Rule and solving for s n :
To find σ * n , we plug equation (3) into equation (1) and solve recursively:
We now look at the case where no news is good news, i.e., the market-n seller has chosen s n such that σ · n−1 = σ * n−1 . This s n is a best response as long as
, with (4)
where b · * n−1 is the probability of making a sale in market n − 1 that leaves the market n seller indifferent. Equation (4) puts restrictions on overall positive and negative feedback rates needed to support an equilibrium in which sellers choose s n such that σ · n−1 = σ * n−1 . First, it must be the case that F + κ < 4 7 . Intuitively, if the positive feedback rate is too high, the seller cannot sufficiently "punish" the buyer in the case of missing feedback. Likewise, it must be the case that
In the case where buyers buy after missing feedback, we solve for the strategic seller's probability of shipping that leaves the buyer in market n − 1 indifferent:
Plugging equation (6) into equation (1) and solving recursively:
Proposition 1. In markets without feedback-provision histories, under Assumption 1, strategic sellers ship and buyers buy in the sequential equilibrium only if F − κ ≥ 4 7 .
Proof: We first establish the sequential equilibrium as a function of F + κ and F − κ . Consider the following strategy specification:
1. Strategic buyers never leave feedback.
Define σ
10−3F
min 1,
. By equations (2) and (4), there does not exist a b 1 ≤ 1 such that π(s 2 = 1) ≥ π(s 2 = 0). Therefore, strategic sellers will not ship in n = 2, and by backward induction in any n.
Assume that a market-2 seller with 0 < σ 2 < σ * 1 follows the proposed strategy. The seller will not ship in market 1 if she is strategic, and by equation (1), the seller's market-1 buyer is indifferent between buying and not if the seller does not receive market-2 feedback, and will buy if she received positive market-2 feedback. By equation (5), this seller is indifferent between shipping and not in market 2 if strategic. Note that shipping with a greater probability in market 2 is not an equilibrium (→ σ · 1 < σ * 1 → b · 1 = 0 → s 2 = 0, a contradiction), nor is shipping with a lower probability (
, nor can an increased probability of purchase after missing feedback be part of a sequential equilibrium, by a similar argument.
The logic of market-2 holds for markets n > 2.
. Assume that a market-2 seller has received positive feedback in all n with s n < 1, and has received no negative feedbacks. By the preceding argument, the proposed strategy is an equilibrium for n = 2, and by extension for n > 2.
A.2 Feedback-Provision Histories
We start with the following assumption about the behavior of commitment buyers. Assumption 3. A commitment buyer leaves feedback after every purchase.
We make this assumption to facilitate equilibrium analysis. Alternative assumptions about the behavior of commitment buyers would complicate the specification of strategies, but not alter the flavor of the equilibrium.
We show that feedback-provision histories enable equilibrium strategic-buyer shipping not available without these histories. Before specifying such a sequential equilibrium, we outline its structure. The strategic buyer does not leave feedback in Market 2 as Market-1 sellers do not condition actions on buyer feedback-provision histories. If the seller in Market 2 does not receive feedback, she does not sell in the Market 1. Thus, the Market-2 seller only ships (probabilistically) to the buyer who might be a commitment feedback provider. This provides the incentives for strategic buyer to masquerade as a commitment buyer.
Early in the game, the belief that the seller is commitment will be sufficient to induce buying and feedback. We then hit the point when the seller must randomize in order to make future sales. At this point, the strategic sellers choose s n such that the current buyer is indifferent between leaving and not leaving feedback, while the strategic buyer randomizes so that the strategic seller is indifferent between shipping and not shipping. Note that the buyer with a positive reputation for leaving feedback will buy: if he was willing to pay C, it must be because he expects the buying in the next market to be worth at least 35 + C. In Market 2, the strategic seller can no longer induce feedback provision from strategic buyers, and thus sets s 2 to make the Market 1 buyer indifferent between buying and not buying, while the Market 1 buyer sets b 1 to make the Market-2 strategic seller indifferent between selling and not selling.
While the intuition is fairly straightforward, the need to meet a partner with a "good" reputation complicates the analysis, especially if a seller (buyer) must assess the probability of meeting a good-reputation buyer (seller) in any future market as opposed to only in the next market. We thus solve only for the equilibrium in which a good buyer is one who has purchased and left feedback in every preceding market, while a good seller is one who has sold and item and received positive feedback in every preceding market.
To facilitate the analysis, we introduce new notation. First, we define S n = σ n + (1 − σ n )s n (the unconditional probability that a seller ships in market n) and F n = β n + (1 − β n )f n (the unconditional probability a buyer provides feedback). We further define GS n−1 = GS n GB n S n F n (the probability of being matched with a "good" seller in market n − 1) and GB n−1 = GS n GB n F n (the probability of being matched with a "good" buyer in market n − 1). Given {GS N , . . . , GS n }, {GB N , . . . , GB n }, and the fractions of commitment sellers and buyers (κ σ and κ β ) we can recover the probabilities of strategic shipping and feedback.
In the final market, commitment sellers ship and strategic sellers choose not ship. Therefore GSn . In order to make the market-1 buyer indifferent, the strategic market-2 seller chooses S * 2 : GS * 1 = GS 2 GB 2 F 2 S 2 = GS 2 GB 2 β 2 S 2 = GS 2 S 2 κ β S * 2 = 10κ σ 7GS 2 κ β
As market-1 sellers do not condition actions on buyer feedback-provision histories, market-2 strategic buyers do not provide feedback. Therefore, a market-2 seller will ship as long as 
where equation (10) 
For markets n ≥ 3, providing feedback is profit maximizing if −C + GS n−1 S n−1 50 + (1 − GS n−1 ) 35 ≥ 35 (14)
GS n−1 ≥ GB n−2 C 50GS n−2 − 35GB n−2 , with GS * n−1 = GB n−2 C 50GS n−2 − 35GB n−2 .
Proposition 2. Under Assumptions and 1 and 3 in environments with feedback-provision histories, strategic sellers shipping and strategic-buyer feedback provision is a sequential equilibrium if κ σ ≥ 7Cκ β 500−245κ β and κ β ≥
B Experiment Instructions
Introduction
You are about to participate in a decision process in which one of numerous alternatives is selected in each of 45 rounds. This is part of a study intended to provide insight into certain features of decision processes.
During the session you will play a game that gives you an opportunity to earn cash. At the end of the session, you will be paid your earnings plus a $3 show-up fee. If you make good decisions you may earn a considerable amount of money. Decisions and payments are confidential: No one will be told your actions or the amount of money you make.
Procedures and Payoffs
You and the other participants in the room are the players in the game. Half of the players are randomly assigned to play the role of "buyers" whereas the other half play "sellers." The experiment is divided into three sessions, with each session lasting 15 rounds. You will maintain the same role throughout the experiment.
In each round, each player is randomly matched with another player to trade a (fictional) commodity. First the buyer chooses to either buy or not buy. If the buyer chooses not buy, then the game ends and both players receive 35 points. If the buyer chooses to buy, then the game continues and the seller makes a decision to ship or not ship. Ship pays each player 50 points, while not ship pays the buyer 0 points and the seller 70 points.
After all sellers have made a decision, the buyers who have bought an item in the current round decide to either leave feedback or not leave feedback. Leaving feedback costs the buyer 5 points. If he chooses leave feedback, then all future buyers matched with this seller in this session will know whether or not this seller shipped the item in this round. If the buyer chooses not leave feedback, then future buyers matched with this seller in this session will not know whether or not the seller shipped the item in this round. If the seller did not get to move because the buyer did not buy from her, then the computer reveals the fact automatically.
Note that your earnings in each round depend only on the actions of you and the player with whom you are matched. Also, in each round, you are randomly matched with one of the players of the other role. Figure 1 on the last page of the instruction illustrates the game procedure in a game tree. The exchange rate in the game is 1 dollar per 100 point.
Information
Throughout the game, you will be able to view the information on your transaction history on the left side of the screen. The information about your current match will be displayed on the right side of the screen.
Each player can view his or her total earnings in the current session. The following set of information about a seller will be available to herself and her current match:
• the number of items sold (the number of times the buyer chose to buy from her) in the current session
• the number of positive and negative feedbacks received in the current session
• the number of rounds with no feedback in the current session
• For each round in the current session, a seller can see whether she sold the item, her shipping decision and whether feedback was left. A buyer can see a round-by-round history of the seller with whom he is currently matched: for each round in the current session, whether that seller sold an item, and, if the buyer in that round left feedback, whether the seller shipped the item.
The following set of information about a buyer will be available to himself and his current match:
• the number of times buying in the current session
• the number of times providing feedback in the current session
• For each round in the current session, a buyer can see whether he bought an item, whether the item was shipped to him, and whether he left feedback. A seller can see a round-by-round history of the buyer with whom she is currently matched: whether he bought an item and whether he left feedback for each round in the current session.
The transaction information is reset in each session. That is, after 15 rounds, a new session will start and all of the previous transaction information is no longer available. This means that your match cannot view any information about you from previous sessions. If you wish to participate in this study, please read and sign the accompanying consent form. The consent form explains your rights as a subject as well as the rules of confidentiality that will be adhered to regarding your participation. 
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